A new contemporary curtain heading
system combining simplicity and style

Wave™ is an exciting new curtain heading system
from Silent Gliss.
The glider-cord is contained within the curtain track allowing the
curtain to hang in a smooth, simple and continuous ‘wave’ effect.
As an alternative to traditional pinch, pencil pleat or goblet style
headings, Wave™ offers a more contemporary curtain presentation
with the economy of standard ruffling tape.
What makes Wave™ so unique?
completely closed or part
~ When
open, the curtains offer a smooth,
continuous wave effect.
The Wave heading stacks
~ back
neatly, taking up less
™

space than most traditional
pleated headings.
Wave glider-cord is not
~ The
visible when the curtain is
™

fully closed.
simple yet stylish design
~ The
of the Wave heading means
™

curtains are easy to make up with
our special cordless 70mm tape.
Sewn along the top of the curtain,
the pockets are in exactly the
right position for our track
system.
on the fullness
~ Depending
selected, Wave can be as
™

economical as standard 1˝ tape
but much more stylish.
taken down, the curtain is
~ When
flat for easy cleaning.
How it works…
A special glider-cord is contained
within the curtain track, – this limits
the extension of the curtain fabric,
creating a smooth and continuous
wave effect.

Curtain Stacking
When opened, the Wave™ System
encourages the curtains to stack
back neatly and straight.

The Curtain Track Systems
Curtain Heading System is available with three curtain track systems from Silent Gliss.

Metropole
Decorative curtain tracks for bay window
or straight applications – traditional,
contemporary and minimalist styles
 The ultimate in cool contemporary.
 Hand or cord operated tracks.
 Can be bent for bay windows or
other curved applications.
 Co-ordinated finials and holdbacks.

 A range of contemporary and
traditional pole finishes, including
metal and wood effect.
 Midials are introduced for added
decorative interest.

Silent Gliss 5100
Electrically Operated
Curtain Track
 For domestic and medium/heavy
contract use.
 Elegant slim profile.
 Available in anodised aluminium,
white, bronze, black and gold.
 Easy ceiling or wall fix.
 Can be bent as required.

Silent Gliss 3840
Curtain Track
 Hand or cord operated
 Exceptionally attractive ceiling
fix track.
 Available in silver, white, gold,
bronze and black finish.
 Wall fix brackets also available.

Wave™ on a bent Metropole with White Colorama 2 fabric
 Wave™
curtain effect
when closed
Metropole 
Metro Flat
with Wave™

Technical Information on the Silent Gliss

Curtain Heading System

The system comprises 3 elements
in addition to the track above:
 Special glider-cord available
with either 60mm or 80mm
permanently fixed spacing.

 Special flat 75mm tape
designed to hang perfectly
below the track.

How to buy
Silent Gliss Wave™
Step 1: Decide the preferred
fullness and ‘wave’ depth of the
curtain.
Before ordering components or
curtains decide on your preferred
fullness using the chart shown here.
Using 80mm glider spacing with
160mm hook spacing giving the most
open, flowing heading, whereas 60mm
glider spacing with 100mm hook
spacing gives the tightest waves.
*These figures are approximate and in
practice they may vary by + or – 5%.
Please refer to the Silent Gliss Wave™
Curtain make-up guide.

 Special iron-on hemming
tape for use
between
the top
fabric
hem for
a smooth appearance.

Glider-Cord
Spacing Guide

 Silent Gliss 3582
curtain hooks for
ideal positioning.

*Curtain Hook
Spacing Guide

*Curtain
Fullness

100mm

1.7

60mm

120mm

2.0

60mm

140mm

1.75

80mm

160mm

2.0

80mm

 Example of
smallest Wave™
curtain effect using
60mm glider-cord
with 100mm curtain
hook spacing.

Example of largest 
Wave™ curtain
effect using 80mm
glider-cord with
160mm curtain
hook spacing.
Step 2: Decide how you want to purchase your system.
MINI = Components only

MIDI = Assembled Wave™ System –
Track only

MAXI = Assembled Wave™ System +
Track + Fabric

Purchase through your usual supplier. If
you are a consumer or occasional user
then we can put you in touch with local
suppliers for components or make-up.

Any of the three systems above is
made-to-measure for use with the
customer’s own curtains. (Silent Gliss
special tape no. 0870 should be used).

Made-to-measure track with Wave™
curtains made by Silent Gliss. Select
from some of the Kelly Hoppen, Holland
& Sherry, Signé 2 ranges or our
Colorama 1 or 2 fabrics.

